
Hi everyone
I have provided a compiled article below that would provide information to win the
rootclaim challenge.
Please get this to @ban_epp_gofroc and @billybostickson ASAP.
Thank you very much.
https://twitter.com/3ghtweets/status/1717756867458609403
It does seems that the viral sequence with the patented
CTCCTCGGCGGGCACGTAG sequence is needed to generate a proper immune
response.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1700242832701964387
In fact first infection after mRNA vaccination lead to less immune response than with
no mRNA vaccination—to the point that 1: there is no prevention of future infections
at all. 2: mRNA vaccination increases the chances of being infected multiple times.
No CGG-CGG, no immunogenicity. https://archive.md/aMIw7
The current mRNA vaccines are of negative efficacy and are actively dangerous.
And the cause? The entire CTCCTCGGCGGGCACGTAG provide both high efficacy
as a vaccine strain (when inactivated or further cold adapted) and the Proline provide
efficient growth in vaccine-relevant and stock-relevant cell lines.
https://archive.md/I3GpT

https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1724024956483490133
Vaccination now also happened to correlate with more total hospitalization and ICU
events (Covid+non-Covid) now. The only “same share per pop” is total deaths.
(Which the fraction in total events is the same as the fraction of 0+1 dose
population). The hospitalization and ICU counts on the other hand now sat in a flat 0
in these populations.
The choice for CTC(G)CTCGGCGGGCACGTAG is driven by finding the tblastn
sequence in the PAT database for synthetic sequences. Ended up with the moderna
vaccine patent.

https://archive.md/aMIw7
https://archive.md/wip/I3GpT
















https://twitter.com/rootclaim/status/1758127978763125053?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Also, QTQRRQSRS is much more likely than QTQTNSPRRARS if recombination
yielded the FCS.

Example of China gatekeeping to give unfair advantage to the zoo side, in addition to
the fact that the zoonati repeatedly strawmanned impossible bayes factor
assignments.
The market claim is debunked alongside.
Before they begun enforcing their claim of “100/174 centered around the market”
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1674351139079479298
and starting to tamper with data to make the claim,
https://ghrp.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s41256-021-00200-8



https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7149375/
135/92 and 115/82 cases already got into in early peer-reviewed papers that went
missing in the WHO report.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1682778742664630272 Past media reports
archive.md/Ea0Kw archive.md/1x658 also contradict WHO in key early cases’
residences, including the earliest case they admit in the WHO report.
http://archive.md/5sdkR http://archive.md/1pcCUarchive.md/N0hib archive.md/VXtu9
http://archive.is/Kyr1z
https://archive.org/details/mace-e-pai-covid-19-analysis-redacted/page/8/mode/1up
And you know that they hate this information when it was censored.
The MACE-EPAI document here is not searchable on google.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1672399653344808960
Up to one third of all cases were either removed completely or moved toward the
market in the “dataset”.
archive.md/zUD1F archive.md/Pc6gp https://archive.is/p3K3Z
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1678549054794629120
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1677727068082286592
Including the very first case they ever admitted officially.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1693985440762929643
And outright removed 4 times more cases than official.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1677234083389411328
Unlinked cases supposedly secondary to linked cases should cluster around them,
not the market itself.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1744157399479664843
archive.md/GvRcD archive.md/ZgVzp Wuhan authorities after that
archive.md/OIGPz 2014 incident now targeted only the Huanan market when looking
for EID outbreaks—and nowhere else.
archive.md/1x658
They tampered with the early cases data
archive.md/Ea0Kw
To make it look like it “started at the market” when in reality the first case they ever
admitted lived right next to the WIV BSL-4.
archive.md/5sdkR severe discrepancy happening December 2019 and January 2020
indicate tampering with case counts.
archive.md/1pcCU
This is indicative of catastrophic ascertainment bias was going on.
None of China’s “early cases” dataset is credible. https://archive.md/ET1GA
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1678057846204960768
https://archive.md/Ea0Kwhttps://archive.md/1x658
The tampering of early case residence data is systematic and extensive. It is the
reason why they refused to provide this data in any detail at all.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1719518909009981579
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1672404501129756673

https://archive.md/ET1GA


Not only did The first every case they admitted live in Shidong right next to the
BSL-4, and were moved toward the market in the WHO report in contradiction to all
known media coverage, https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109256201942085712 the
entirety of Wuchang district was wiped clean for every single WHO case that have
onset before 27/12/2019–with up to 3000 cases moved to the market this way over
the entire Wuhan outbreak. https://archive.md/1x658 and for central Wuchang near
the labs and the densest inhabited regions inside the district, all cases were moved
away in the WHO map.
https://twitter.com/biorealism/status/1702047444736111042
Unfortunately Rasmussen's work on the origins question rests heavily on what David
Relman described as "hopelessly impoverished" early case data.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2023/02/27/little-known-scientific-t
eam-behind-new-assessment-covid-19-origins/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2022/11/17/covid-early-cases-wuhan-chin
a-mystery/https://archive.md/ke1lp
https://archive.md/RaYPChttps://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1726274673472876584
https://twitter.com/biorealism/status/1726475588289040834
David Fisman: I think the most interesting thing this fellow says is that there are
clearly tens of thousands of cases...That implies a much earlier introduction than
would have occurred with a seafood market outbreak..."

https://x.com/blink64/status/1747299970460582305?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2v
KQwhSA
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/12/world/asia/china-world-health-organization-coro
navirus.html
https://archive.md/UFrSv
They systematically moved more than 3000 cases from the lab to the market and
gave “cases data” that they wanted to push for market as first outbreak site to
distance from the labs.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/370635299_Greater_than_the_Sum_of_its
_Parts_-_Aggregated_Wuhan_COVID-19_case_data_points_to_the_wrong_side_of
_the_Yangtze_River_-_Rixey_-_20230509
Such an result of having unlinked cases closer to the market than linked cases is
not expected even under the null hypothesis of market origin, which we should see
unlinked cases secondary to and cluster around the linked cases, and not the market
itself.

https://twitter.com/emanymton90/status/1666720918901538824?s=46&t=wRQSWp_
1VffWmS2vKQwhSA

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/370635299_Greater_than_the_Sum_of_its
_Parts_-_Aggregated_Wuhan_COVID-19_case_data_points_to_the_wrong_side_of
_the_Yangtze_River_-_Rixey_-_20230509

https://archive.md/1x658


Not only there were an complete absence of verifiability in Chinese cases, there is
direct non-circumstantial evidence that they moved up to 3000 cases from Wuchang
to Huanan.
In fact, it is totally not normal to have unlinked cases closer to the market than linked
cases—the only way this can happen is with ascertainment bias. Only near the
market gets ascertained if not directly linked to it.

https://twitter.com/emanymton90/status/1580511684912742400?s=46&t=wRQSWp_
1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
Base rate neglect. They did the exact same thing when claiming that all 67
“pre-Huanan checkable cases” were “serologically negative”.

https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1631705321239629824?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Again, the social media associated here say “before Jan 18, 2020”. Included all Dec
cases. https://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/9/6/402
https://twitter.com/danwalker9999/status/1745106077274828819?s=46&t=wRQSWp
_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
It is actually impossible for unlinked cases, supposedly secondary, to cluster closer
to the market than linked cases which supposedly to be primary, without significant
sampling bias or outright manipulation in the underlying “data”.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1745090431505854942?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Both evidently happened.
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.08680.pdf
https://archive.md/JVFuc
If you toss away anything that is not officially announced by China in bold, then
obviously you would arrive at exactly what China wanted you to believe.

https://twitter.com/rootclaim/status/1753353199216439672?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Just as expected from jurong, mahachai, xinfadi, https://archive.md/GKdtc ,if a
superspreading event happen on line 2 of the Wuhan metro, the biggest cluster
would always be in the HSM.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1753584453279187447?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Another hint: only 5% of all cases are severe or ascertained in early 2020.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1753593531250470983?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Chen lived in Shidong. Even by the annexes indicating his history. The only thing
they did is that they moved him to Jianghan close to the market on the WHO maps.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1672404501129756673?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffW
mS2vKQwhSA



Also, Chen is not the only person infected in Shidong/Jiangxia and central Wuchang.
Most were censored and only one of the two ambulances arriving in 31/12/2019
have been registered as a dot—likely because the origin wasn’t inside the Shidong
prefecture/BSL-4 surroundings, and likely only because of being a close contact
relative of Chen (contacting an known case).
Chen’s accidental inclusion in the WCH’s first report of early cases and its
subsequent media coverage mean that China have no choice but to tamper with the
official data in an attempt to move him—while the HPHICWM attempt to whistleblow
the “cluster 1” cases in 26-27/12/2019 generated from the WCDC’s leak of their
culture stock (intended for sample manipulation) was blocked by the Hubei CDC,
until the report included market cases as well in 29/12/2019. To save face, the CCP
leveraged the fact that the WCDC is right nextdoor to the market and forced official
media to only say that the cases were “close to the Huanan market” but not allowing
the proximity to the WCDC to be reported.
https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109256201942085712 All dots they moved this way
(up to 1/3 of all cases) was sent to Jianghan, https://archive.md/p3K3Z
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/370635299_Greater_than_the_Sum_of_its
_Parts_-_Aggregated_Wuhan_COVID-19_case_data_points_to_the_wrong_side_of
_the_Yangtze_River_-_Rixey_-_20230509 especially to the immediate surroundings
of the market, to scapegoat it and end up causing the “unlinked cases” cluster to be
closer to the market than the “linked cases” cluster, despite supposedly the linked
cases should be the only source of initial human to human transmission seeding and
therefore the unlinked cases should cluster near the linked cases and not the market
itself. https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1744155296937935089
This kind of improbable-under-null-hypothesis behavior is all over Chinese “data”.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1719518909009981579
archive.md/VNr75 archive.md/rj1pV
They attempted to spray their culture into the wildlife stalls, which ended up
twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1704685320388948318
Making Homo Sapiens the only species that is found in every sample with a viral
read in the market (note the absence of lineage reads in the wildlife stalls), and
archive.md/LJzSO archive.md/4cCHG archive.md/13bdP all of the subsequent
efforts at creating positive samples where the CCP specified them to do (“Blame
snakes!” Is the official voice in 02/2020) just brought in artifacts first, and then when
all of the mammals have degraded away, pure cultures of SARS-CoV-2 intracellular
transcriptomes in human cellular transcriptomes.
Because Homo Sapiens is still the only species that they can get infected at all,
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1703918936843321541
if you zoom in and correlate between animals and viruses, You get animal-specific
viruses being correlated strongly positively to the animals,
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1720290396033749336 and SARS-CoV-2 being
positively correlated consistently or with significant mutual information only with
Homo Sapiens.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1719537055611724259



In addition to the heavy censorship of case ascertainment effectively mean you have
to either live near the market or have a direct or indirect link to be diagnosed at all,
moving all Wuchang case residence dots and sending them to Jianghan
archive.md/1x658 archive.md/Ea0Kw also caused the “unlinked” dots to cluster
closer the the market than the “linked” dots—something that can not happen without
data manipulation on a massive scale.
https://archive.md/ET1GAhttps://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1719536721510244663
Unlinked cases are supposed to be seeded only by the linked cases if they didn’t
visit Huanan under the market origin assumption. They are supposed to cluster near
the linked cases and NOT the market itself. The CCP failed in this elementary logical
analysis and resulted in a “dataset” that is too perfect to be possibly real.
https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/108830214433800007

https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109248812361151175
The central theater command hospital (right next to the WIV) got 600+ fever cases a
day the time when the WMHC just sent off a command to look for cases linked to the
Huanan market. just before 31/12/2019, their winter infectious disease monitoring
program is already detecting an explosive increase in cases, without warning and
"suddenly". none of these cases, none of the wuchang cases, ended up being
reported.

The above completely destroys the “early cases are linked to the Huanan market”
(https://twitter.com/mbw61567742/status/1762850018661155075 which is known to
contain undeniable proximity ascertainment bias solidified in the “data”)
Argument, in addition to the fact that
archive.md/zUD1F archive.md/Pc6gp
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1678549054794629120
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1677727068082286592
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1672404501129756673
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1677234083389411328
archive.md/GvRcD archive.md/ZgVzp the Wuhan authorities after that
archive.md/OIGPz 2014 holmes incident now targeted only the Huanan market when
looking for EID outbreaks—and nowhere else.
archive.md/1x658
They tampered with the early cases data
archive.md/Ea0Kw
To make it look like it “started at the market” when in reality the first case they ever
admitted lived right next to the WIV BSL-4.
archive.md/5sdkR severe discrepancy happening December 2019 and January 2020
indicate tampering with case counts.
archive.md/1pcCU
This is indicative of catastrophic ascertainment bias was going on.
https://archive.md/ET1GA

https://twitter.com/mbw61567742/status/1762850018661155075
https://archive.md/ET1GA


https://archive.md/p3K3Z
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/370635299_Greater_than_the_Sum_of_its
_Parts_-_Aggregated_Wuhan_COVID-19_case_data_points_to_the_wrong_side_of
_the_Yangtze_River_-_Rixey_-_20230509
Up to one third of all cases were moved from the lab to the market.
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/10/opinion/we-could-easily-make-risky-virological-r
esearch-safer.html

Lab accidents aren’t rare. The other strawman argument for miller is that somehow it
is extremely improbable for lab accidents to happen, but in reality an respiratory virus
in a BSL-2 guarantee infection, like the
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/science/beijing-lab-mishap-infected-scientist-with-c
ovid19/news-story/9b0cb0ed84df21d25da11b698be3611a IVDC.
Rootclaim have identified three major errors in assignment of probability for miller.
https://blog.rootclaim.com/rootclaims-covid-19-origins-debate-results/
Ans the actual cards on the issue have reflected these errors.
https://cards.rootclaim.com/analysis/65892f07d97bdb00199d4366

https://archive.is/p3K3Z
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/10/opinion/we-could-easily-make-risky-virological-research-safer.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/10/opinion/we-could-easily-make-risky-virological-research-safer.html
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/science/beijing-lab-mishap-infected-scientist-with-covid19/news-story/9b0cb0ed84df21d25da11b698be3611a
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/science/beijing-lab-mishap-infected-scientist-with-covid19/news-story/9b0cb0ed84df21d25da11b698be3611a
https://blog.rootclaim.com/rootclaims-covid-19-origins-debate-results/
https://cards.rootclaim.com/analysis/65892f07d97bdb00199d4366


We have also completely ruled out all plausible intermediate hosts by their
susceptibility.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18d_IMZU_DYRX1DlXuSNySC_4DiTcgabjhxoz
9K4tWrg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HeZdCnDA4WpoO_kzISjmoFzIAqgFha3fNEP
vBpp2z3M/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/18d_IMZU_DYRX1DlXuSNySC_4DiTcgabjhxoz9K4tWrg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18d_IMZU_DYRX1DlXuSNySC_4DiTcgabjhxoz9K4tWrg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HeZdCnDA4WpoO_kzISjmoFzIAqgFha3fNEPvBpp2z3M/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HeZdCnDA4WpoO_kzISjmoFzIAqgFha3fNEPvBpp2z3M/edit


































































































archive.md/yyX0Z archive.md/iw1Pz archive.md/4rVph archive.md/DChUL
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1702549289623601162
Also here is a result on the raccoon dogs and the inability for the species to become
infected in nature. archive.md/n9o0f All non-human mammals archive.md/7doR8
archive.md/0A24q at most landed on different sections of the ground and correlation
fails upon entry to that “raccoon dog stall”.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1706503805079355845
archive.md/Ttn5P archive.md/JSQvc
Coincidence caused by pathological spatial distribution on the most uniquely found
species in the stall closest to the toilets archive.md/gvHfw have high R^2–all landed
on different sections of the ground and fails upon entry into the stall.
archive.md/0A24q
True causation remain positively correlated when looking at the positive samples or
when you enter the site of the pathological spatial distribution.
archive.md/csYBM
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1738152883185742252



The only thing governing the probability for positivity of the environmental samples is
“closest to the toilets” and “closest to the main entrance of the market”.
https://twitter.com/midwesterngal51/status/1673521194853703681
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1673511971298361344
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1713464579920187428
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1727124435247968328
Also, in order to test positive in Gao et al, a sample
archive.md/CTP3i archive.md/ETjzS archive.md/BWZJL
must be contacted by a sampler.🥼👖👢=positive.
archive.md/NeybM archive.md/2PM9Y archive.md/RirQ7
Must not be frequently handled by a vendor.🥩🥬🍄🛁📻☎📦🧺=negative.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1742201874953187706?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
There is a reason why the theil-sen correlation, a quantifier of mutual information,
show Homo Sapiens as max correlated wherever any species in the “susceptible
mammals” category (wildlife and humans) show correlation at all.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1744939585480642650
Humans=shed in the toilets and feces are stuck all over the boots and suits and
shoes and clothes of the samplers and vendors alike. Suit-stained walls doors and
legs of desks (but not tops of tables), boot-kicked machines, cages, carts, scales and
of course the ground itself which is the dominant sample type for positive samples.
And suit-stained sample tubes where the swab is clean but the lip isn’t (causing
PCR-/NGS+).
In fact all animals that can be infected at all shed in their feces for SARS-CoV-2
RNA.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1744937667911921996
Yes. SARS-CoV-2 have enteric tropism and shed RNA in feces for both animals and
humans.
https://twitter.com/alinouriphd/status/1411761475719401482
You know that transfer contamination is the dominant if not the only mechanism for
market environmental samples when there are also samples that are +ve in both
PCR and NGS, but linked neither to human cases nor to wild animals. Even the
presence of materials from different origin within the samples are consistent with
transfer contamination with a pathway that first go through the toilets and then go
through the W6 junction, getting SARS-CoV-2 on the former and wildlife material (on
only a fraction of the boots) on the latter, independently.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1738157235417821255
More samples with neither cases nor wildlife DNA are found south of the W6 junction
than north of it, but such samples also exist north of the W6 junction. This is
consistent with the virus being brought in from the entrance/toilets, contaminating
stalls where there is also a focus to stalls with human cases. When boots stepped
through the W6 junction, some of the boots also have wildlife DNA stuck to them,
bringing it alongside when sites north of the W6 junctions were kicked or trampled.



but not all of them were and there exist also incontrovertible proof of samples with
neither human cases nor wildlife DNA found also here.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1752142052890997051
Good and specific PCR primers, like Jan 01/Jan12 ORF1ab+N, and you should have
PCR+ before NGS+. Bad and cross-reactive PCR primers like an ORF1ab only
primer, and you are going to have PCR+ anytime you see material from the same
family you are trying to test on (Embecoviruses cross reacted with their ORF1ab
primers—and these animal CoVs are the only real grounded CoV consistent with
samples of the expected age at sequencing found here in the specified time).
However, PCR-/NGS+ is something that should never happen nomatter which primer
pair you use (cross-reactive or specific) when your NGS result place clustered reads
right beside the primer pair.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1745406880296349768

https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1741320436468826555?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
What they wanted you to believe: Aerosols are blocked by walls and can not spread
from toilets and wildlife stalls. Reality: Activity of samplers and vendors alike,
especially their shoes and boots and the gloves of the samplers, caused the
contamination to be spread out from the toilets.
What they wanted you to believe: there are additional PCR+ samples.
Reality: these are a different kind of PCR than what Jan 01 and Jan 12 used. It
lacked lacked the universally present N primer pair in the specific PCR primers (the
Jan 01 and Jan 12 used specific ORF1ab and N primers in the same reaction to
generate 1 single Ct value) which indicate it being an non-specific (surveillance
primers in PREDICT target only the ORF1ab/RdRp region due to its conservation,
and have degeneracy.) test that cross react with all members of the Coronaviridae
family. Artifacts ensues, if not “no reads at all”. Neither PCR+/NGS- nor PCR-/NGS+
can be trusted as genuinely positive, due to the extreme proneness to contamination
in the NGS pipeline and the probability of cross-reactivity in some PCR tests.
archive.md/2PM9Y archive.md/RirQ7 archive.md/CTP3i archive.md/NeybM
archive.md/ETjzS archive.md/BWZJL
https://pdfhost.io/v/~IGA2bONb_closest_to_the_toilets
https://pdfhost.io/v/dUbkceTFh_anticorrelation_is_not_an_artifact
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1743492601943355494?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Since C-C say you need to @stevenemassey @jbloom_lab use qPCR to properly
get the viral counts, let’s see…… Q61/Q70=PCR-. (And located uncomfortably close
to PCR+ samples rendering them prone to contamination on NGS.) Q37=PCR- AND
orphan sample negative whole stall before and negative exact site after. And primers
aligned over by NGS. All are false positive samples. All does not prove virus is there
with that metric. The virus is in the human+ and animal-poor Q64/Q68/Q69.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1742830724905115871?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffW
mS2vKQwhSA



https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1750304059876147618?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
If you examine the inside of “wildlife stall A”, then all you see is boot prints and suit
marks. None of it is animals. All metrics now favor Homo Sapiens as the most likely
source of the SARS-CoV-2 sequences there.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1750295494377484458?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
The wildlife stalls all sold susceptible animals. They only sampled wildlife stalls in
Jan 12. Then positives are found closest to the toilets because that is where
contaminated suits and boots most likely rub trample and kick. No different from
W4-28 and W4-26-28, really.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1749953567035727876?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Not forming a line on the correlation diagram=no mutual information=spurious.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1750291356927340611?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffW
mS2vKQwhSA
That is why it dissolved completely when asking “which species shed the
SARS-CoV-2” in slices where the analyte concentrations aren’t 0.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1750292448759177457?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
That is also why they fraudulently bleached the toilets before sampling them.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1749747743449399671?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA

https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1750313347847712908?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
And this is how you ID a spurious result.
If the correlational diagram show a neat line indicating an consistent increase in the
count of one candidate factor as the target analyte increased, it indicate that the
target analyte is probably caused by the candidate factor with a consistently raising
minimum of the factor per analyte suggesting that all of it is brought in alongside this
candidate.
If the correlation diagram show an randomized pattern or even a line of negative
slope, especially when nearly all of the target analyte is found in one place, then it is
probably that it is just the one place have one or few potential candidates that are
less abundant elsewhere, which with the 25+ candidates in the market sample
correlation analysis guarantee 1-2 for every stall (and most of which are on the
ground just like anything trampled from the toilets, with entirely different reasons). If
you can not use the concentration of the target analyte to reliably predict the
concentration of the candidate, or come up with an result that the more target
analyte there is the less candidate there is where the target is found, e.g. an
absence of or negative mutual information, then it is most likely spurious and
extremely unlikely that candidate yielded or is brought alongside the target analyte.



Causation are bijective. Confounders are injective. Spurious correlations are
correlated only in some metrics and slices but not all.
Inconsistency between different slices and metrics indicate an lack of true causation
and likely confounder that makes false positive in some but negative in the other. A
consistent positive correlation in almost all metrics and no negative correlation in any
metric, Like Homo Sapiens, indicate that there is true causation that some disruption
may have occurred. Species that have “positive” correlation only in some metrics out
of a single slice, (not even all the slices examined for that date), but negative or zero
in all the other metrics and slices with the mutual information metric yielding negative
and zero only regardless of slice, like oriental rat snake or malayan porcupine, are
spatially confounded—they are “the most unique species found in the 1 stall at that
slice that was closest to the toilets”, and since every stall have one such species,
they represent false discovery by lottery fallacy, and fails when any other slices are
used. They also failed to form a line on the correlation plot which indicate that there
is no causation and the animal did not shed the virus where it was found.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1742660802761589231?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA

https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1748919231935041747?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSAUnfortunately, all that existed for Q61 and Q70 are the result of
cross-contamination from Q64 and Q68/Q69, All of which are on the ground and
archive.md/YGDiK are the result of either lower level boot and foot contamination
x.com/daoyu15/status/1744903866800382015?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQw
hSA
x.com/daoyu15/status/1744913305540464731?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQw
hSA
Same as Q64/Q68/Q69 (stepped on>kicked for contamination).
x.com/daoyu15/status/1741320436468826555?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQw
hSA
All that archive.md/73xfX archive.md/8nN3k archive.md/FskYn archive.md/gvHfw
exist for Q37 is the contamination of a sample tube by the gloves and suits of the
samplers. The swab is clean, PCR-. The tube lip is contaminated, NGS+ with
alignment over the CCDC SARS-CoV-2 ORF1ab primer pair.
archive.md/LJzSO archive.md/4cCHG
PCR+/NGS+ mean the virus is present in the location. PCR+/NGS- or NGS(artifacts)
mean you are using the incorrect primers (all incidents happened with the PREDICT
ORF1ab only primers).
archive.md/rj1pV PCR-/NGS+, especially when archive.md/csYBM the primers are
aligned over by NGS reads, indicate that the samples have been catastrophically
contaminated as NGS is a more complicated process that are far more prone to
contamination compared to PCR.
archive.md/13bdP
The stall for Q37 is negative at Jan 01.
twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1722434363042976034 They then went on sampling the



same stall including the “freezer” twice afterward, attempting to verify the “sample”
they considered most promising. Bringing in artifacts elsewhere and samples without
a read twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1703729030284120515 (the only sample with a
real SARS-CoV-2 read at all gathered using the PREDICT ORF1ab only primer pair
was a sewage well connected to the municipal sewage system on the exact opposite
to the “wildlife corner”.), but never SARS-CoV-2 reads any more.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1757291836928893389
This fact is also reinforced with the intriguing observation where Q37 is found to be
in the same correlational series between SARS-CoV-2 and Homo Sapiens as other
Q* samples.
Attempts at sampling the twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1740599206035993005
archive.md/FskYn archive.md/gvHfw archive.md/4cCHG archive.md/csYBM
archive.md/rj1pV “storehouse” just ended up with a total
catastrophe—archive.md/13bdP the sampling team brought in in-lab culture
contaminants, not even aged for more than a day, into the sampling sites again when
they suited up in their lab and entered the location. Impossibly fresh intracellular
Homo Sapiens and SARS-CoV-2 transcriptomes, neither capable of lasting for more
than two days ex-vivo in that condition, ended up contaminating the samples and
without a single read of a susceptible animal inside those “samples”.
twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1704347320949862843
Sampler contamination and cross-contamination. archive.md/LJzSO
archive.md/VNr75 Never an infected vendor or animal. In fact, the samples in the
market follows the rule which a positive sample archive.md/CTP3i archive.md/ETjzS
archive.md/BWZJL must be contacted by samplers.🥼👖👢=positive.
archive.md/NeybM archive.md/2PM9Y archive.md/RirQ7 And not frequently handled
by vendors.🥩🥬🍄🛁📻☎📦🧺=negative.
twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1742632626849186292
archive.md/HlJ9o archive.md/nAqKp archive.md/rSaO9
They also put bleach onto the toilets and the mahjong room before sampling them.
This is a clear move to cover up.
archive.md/csYBM
And no the “stall” W5-NA was sampled on the inside 27/01/2020, negative. (Not
even animal CoVs were there) The toilets is the real contamination source.
archive.md/C5oal archive.md/RSsS7 and yes only Homo Sapiens positively
correlated with SARS-CoV-2 consistently in all metrics, or formed any kind of line or
grouping pattern at all that allow the abundance of one to be estimated at
above-random success rate and precision using the other (e.g. have any significant
mutual information with SARS-CoV-2). archive.md/0O2TN archive.md/GjlEx

https://twitter.com/biorealism/status/1752113606353965467?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Ask China on why they fraudulently bleached the toilet area and the mahjong room
before any samples were taken,



https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1752150588614177265?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Or why they tampered with the early cases dataset and changed the only case with
district of residence known on media.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1752135440839151987?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Not only statistically inconsistent
https://twitter.com/staronline/status/1751915672949358722?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
But actively tampered with.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1751916335519383630?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA

https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1743825586290843998?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA

















archive.md/HlJ9o
https://archive.md/rSaO9https://archive.md/13bdPhttps://archive.md/nAqKp
They also put bleach onto the toilets and the mahjong room before sampling them.
This is a clear move to cover up. https://archive.md/rj1pVhttps://archive.md/FskYn
archive.md/csYBM
And no the “stall” W5-NA was sampled on the inside 27/01/2020, negative. The
toilets is the real contamination source.
https://archive.md/LJzSOhttps://archive.md/4cCHG
archive.md/C5oal archive.md/RSsS7 and yes only Homo Sapiens positively
correlated with SARS-CoV-2 consistently in all metrics, or formed any kind of line or
grouping pattern at all that allow the abundance of one to be estimated at
above-random success rate and precision using the other (e.g. have any significant
mutual information with SARS-CoV-2). archive.md/0O2TN archive.md/GjlEx
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1740268239366836398?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
What they tried to hide with this:
The fact that “closest to the toilets” is the only factor that governs where you are
going to see positive samples the most in the market—there is no difference
between W4-28 and W4-26-28 in 01/01/2020 and W6-29-33 in 12/01/2020 in term of
where the virus came from and why they have the highest positive sample count out
of all sample counts in their respective sampling runs.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1738152883185742252?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Sampler contamination and cross-contamination. archive.md/LJzSO
archive.md/VNr75 Never an infected vendor or animal. In fact, the samples in the
market follows the rule which a positive sample archive.md/CTP3i archive.md/ETjzS
archive.md/BWZJL must be contacted by samplers.🥼👖👢=positive.
archive.md/NeybM archive.md/2PM9Y archive.md/RirQ7 And not frequently handled
by vendors.🥩🥬🍄🛁📻☎📦🧺=negative.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1740195996318261329?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1740185689894093265?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1740960725286482306?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA

https://archive.md/rSaO9
https://archive.md/13bdP
https://archive.md/nAqKp
https://archive.md/rj1pV
https://archive.md/FskYn
https://archive.md/LJzSO
https://archive.md/4cCHG




https://www.thefreelibrary.com/Farmers+demand+a+Pirbright+shutdown%3b+%27A
+private+company+would+have...-a0168453941
Also: regarding the “the lab would be shut down and razed to the ground if it leaked
and caused an epidemic”:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2007_United_Kingdom_foot-and-mouth_outbreak
Fact: Pirbright, the only published government research lab which a leak have
resulted in a large scale epidemic, was not shut down after FMDV leak infecting 4
farms nearby. They repaired their drain pipes and continued operation, not even
interfering academic publication patterns. Ironically, cow farms were shut down and
beef trade was closed during the outbreak. This resulted in an epidemic lasting 5
months in cows that lead to at least two major cullings and severe disruption to the
livestock trade from the U.K. That is, the reaction look like what they claim a
zoonosis would look like, not what they declare what the WIV would do when such a
shut-down would certainly directly admit guilt and spell doom to both the institute and
its operators. The reaction was identical to that of a “zoonotic spillover from a nearby
market” even when the leak is known from the very beginning.

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/science/beijing-lab-mishap-infected-scientist-with-c
ovid19/news-story/9b0cb0ed84df21d25da11b698be3611a
Fact 2: there is no shut-down reported at all in the IVDC either after the 2004 leak of
SARS or the 2020 leak of Covid. Not even a burp of interruption.
Fact 3: the WIV went on hiatus to the bat CoV isolation tests over 2020-2023. When
the sverdlovsk anthrax leak happened, they blamed the animal farms and markets
nearby and did not officially shut down the facility. The construction of another
anthrax facility nearby was considered potential indication of a shut-down, which is
on par with the WIV hiatus. After a timescale similar to the WIV hiatus, the new
facility was opened for inspection which no anthrax was found, meaning that they
fixed sverdlovsk and went on, just like the WIV (chen WEI……).
In facts, there have not been a single record of an lab leak or LAI in a research
facility that resulted in the (especially permanent, as what they claimed would
happen) shut down of the facility (despite hundreds of known incidents in record),
even when significant epidemic have occurred from the event. (Ebola21, FMDV07,
H1N177, Anthrax82 which no official shutdown was known).
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1746479306610479514?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
there is a long history of the WIV lying to the point of base rate neglect when being
asked anything about potential LAI. The “dinner of staff” too, where they neglected
the base rate which is Wuhan medical institutions are already in panic and the
general public is already taking precaution, as h2h is announced in 15-16/01/2020 to
the point that even the invited international collaborator have hinted Shi to wash
hands, that she unexpectedly did not given her expertise and knowledge on the
public info about SARS-CoV-2 in general Wuhan public in this time. She pretended

https://www.thefreelibrary.com/Farmers+demand+a+Pirbright+shutdown%3b+%27A+private+company+would+have...-a0168453941
https://www.thefreelibrary.com/Farmers+demand+a+Pirbright+shutdown%3b+%27A+private+company+would+have...-a0168453941
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2007_United_Kingdom_foot-and-mouth_outbreak
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/science/beijing-lab-mishap-infected-scientist-with-covid19/news-story/9b0cb0ed84df21d25da11b698be3611a
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/science/beijing-lab-mishap-infected-scientist-with-covid19/news-story/9b0cb0ed84df21d25da11b698be3611a
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1746479306610479514?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1746479306610479514?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA


to not know the need to take precautions when she was expected to do so, just like
when she sabotaged the test to make 67 general 2021 Wuhan public serological
samples test all negative when there should be positives given the seroprevalence in
Wuhan at that time.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1723512975842226230
www.researchgate.net/publication/351711216_An_analysis_of_the_results_of_routin
e_employee_testing_for_SARS-like_infections_within_the_WIV_and_other_Wuhan_
labs_raises_serious_issues_about_their_validity
It is just as impossible To have 67 community members to test all negative in Wuhan
in 01/2021 as to have 593 people to test all negative with any sensitive test available
in April-June 2023.
gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/108695754734982678
And this same behavior of issuing a test that will not turn positive on a human also
happened to the mojiang miners. Where their own early serological test results were
contradicted.
archive.md/Pc6gp archive.md/zUD1F
And ben HU lied about working with live virus which are so easy to debunk just by a
simple google search. His own grant notice required live virus work in 2019.
Regarding sick WIV workers:
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1693562597373817032
The ODNI have details which the symptoms of infected employees are known to the
fine grain of “compatibility studies”, mandated by law to be published, but denied
publishing. Unfortunately ground glass opacities is compatible with CMV pneumonia
and anosmia is compatible with seasonal allergies.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1725184057011765325
https://twitter.com/r_h_ebright/status/1729164212159824154
Lies and cover-up of China on the origin of SARS-CoV-2.
https://archive.md/Q02X7
https://twitter.com/billybostickson/status/1734534728919724201
There is No such a thing as a “symptom incompatible with covid-19”.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1673402523812765696
Ben HU lied, people died.
https://archive.md/Pc6gp
https://archive.md/zUD1F

https://twitter.com/john_bumblebee/status/1671859504122679296
Inconsistency upon inconsistency in Chinese publications as well as “data”.
Well, twitter.com/covidselect/status/1701958926097342630
The ODNI can’t even do a proper google search to realize that the ben Hu did work
with live virus.
twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1702180584532131863?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2v
KQwhSA
No wonder the report.
twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1673402523812765696

https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1693562597373817032
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1725184057011765325
https://twitter.com/r_h_ebright/status/1729164212159824154
https://archive.md/Pc6gp
https://archive.md/zUD1F


Regarding the ability of China to stump investigations and keep secrets:
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1746391051617636541
China have hid the merbecovirus found in the HZAU agricultural data,
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1746387223262458126
twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1672399653344808960

And of course, WIV1, WIV16, Rs4874 and RsSHC014 count up to 4 published live
isolates not “only 3” claimed by Shi. That is published isolates only.
zenodo.org/records/5702700#.ZKu-2CV6slT
RaTG13 don’t grow outside immortalized kidney cells.
arxiv.org/abs/2104.01533
An infectious clone is designed to be rescued.
archive.ph/EiCQW
Well, MN611520–definitely not a bat CoV.
twitter.com/drhermiz/status/1718191358077276403
twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1719847927512977720
These are just too many inconsistencies and obvious lies regarding the number of
WIV
twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1719763256976523501
twitter.com/mattwridley/status/1462659372421718019
Or EHA viral sequences AND isolates in their public claims.
And finally regarding the once again officially denied fact that Covid is in the lab
before the market:
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1733792251669786633
Leaked SRA data included both the exact kind of viruses that they claim will not be
present in the WIV—and the exact SARS-CoV-2, WA1, cultured in a CoV-specific
tailored fusion cell line VERO-CHO never used in China and sequenced before even
a sample of WA1 can be taken in China, alongside C/C and B, at high passage
depths, and contained within it residual human DNA not from anywhere in central
China but in stead right where they were sampling from the 2018 “pathogen host
adaptation and immune intervention” grant—the belt and road regions. Note that the
FCS is not found in these sequences.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1737318515353501739?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Continued EHA human sampling=Yunnan and belt and road DNA.
https://twitter.com/biophysicsfl/status/1737114987146174846?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1V
ffWmS2vKQwhSA
Isolate if possible=special unpublished VERO-CHO cells.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1737399622509928510?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
And it was sequenced before the first public sequencing of SARS-CoV-2 with this
machine type by the flow cell, confirmed via Sangon policy and Chinese law, and
before+not matching any samples of WA1 was even taken in China.

https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1746391051617636541
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1746387223262458126


https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1738903987381031326?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
And this exact CAS special project mirroring of DEFUSE+Year 5 extension—sample
humans from belt and road area, isolate and engineer viruses for infection
characterization, and create vectorized and nanoparticle vaccines that are capable of
bringing in both backbone and Spike into bats studied in and released by the WIV,
and into the main sample storage facility of the WCDC.
(Also see this—note all the FCS relevant oddities can also be caused by targeted
RNA recombination link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/3-540-26765-4_5 followed by
cell culture).
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1731414539324018732?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109640519028841414
It is not just that SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan grows best in VERO cells out of all variants.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1723738450078396809
Some earliest patients harbored inside their QS specific S1-S2 deletions that can
form only in VERO E6.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1730690080950596017
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1673402523812765696?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA



https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1722061305195208921
8782/28144 QS instability is also abundant in the WA1/UW cluster, which indicate
that the WA1->A->C/C->B process happened in culture and can generate all early
lineages within a single spillover. And that this occur recurrently in culture conditions
with or without the FCS.

Also, China WHO/WIV covered up their earlier cases intentionally—it is not plausible
for 67 samples from humans taken in 01/2021 to test “all negative”.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1673882003203309569?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
https://www.mdpi.com/2036-7481/14/1/33
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.10.10.511625v1
archive.md/JVFuc
archive.md/GME5L



There is also issue with Epistasis, and the fact that the very deep sequencing
alignment Table Pekar used to “exclude” 3 T/T genomes, literally say T/T in quasi
species.
This also completely debunks Pekar by removing the prior of “multiple spillovers”
given the instability of these sites in-vitro and their epistatic correlation with each
other (but still highly unstable) in-vivo.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1674155531035090945?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Again, why always focus on the wrong part of the report? “Other rescarchers in
China working with the same vaccine platform took between three to four months to
develop their candidate
vaccine.” Is what that matters. It cross-validates
https://carterheavyindustries.files.wordpress.com/2020/05/mace-e-pai-covid-19-anal
ysis.pdf the Wechat results.



https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/10/6/03-0852_article

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/10/6/03-0852_article


Finally, zoonoses in SARS1 happened mainly at restaurants, not markets. Not a
single SARS2 case have been linked to a restaurant or any direct contact to the
wildlife trade at all.
https://twitter.com/Rootclaim/status/1753353716776739089
Unfortunately, none of your “caged, stacked, sick and wounded animals” actually
have a single infection in nature anywhere in the world.
archive.md/DChUL archive.md/4rVph archive.md/yyX0Z archive.md/iw1Pz
And unfortunately https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35298912/ two following
sampling studies have in fact registered the entirety of the supply chain for the
Huanan market, one for the local trappers which 100% of the raccoon dogs and
weasels are from
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35298912/
And the second for all the other animals which are farmed.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1723019367854875094
Unlike all prior zoonoses where multiple sites of spillover happens with extensive
diversity,
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1727479523778887806
Which is true for non-coronaviruses as well,
https://archive.md/OIGPz and just like the absence of secondary outbreaks
anywhere at all despite the fact that the wildlife trade continuing for the same amount
of time where SARS-CoV-1 had 9 out of its 11 primary spillovers
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1740796866617647522
The total absence of a phylogenetic tree indicating 20nt+ variants and wildlife linked
diversity also disproves zoonosis for SARS-CoV-2.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1668828125617352704
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1740796866617647522?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Unfortunately the animal trade continued
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1723305823886291394?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
All the way into 23/01/2020 and later, without being shut down especially in
Guangdong.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1690330493693374464
This is sufficient amount of time where the majority of the primary SARS-CoV-1
spillover events (9 out of 11, 5 of which are animal sellers from distinct markets in
distinct cities, and which an animal transporter linking Yunnan and Guangdong was
among the first cases) have taken place.
https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109883975094801876
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/10/6/03-0852_article
On the contrast, 5 independent animal seller cases out of 9 total primary cases for
SARS-CoV-1 have happened in 5 cities in 4 in Guangdong and 1 in Guangxi (and +4
for the non-animal seller cases), over the same 2-months timeframe. Two of them
were civet butchers, two market workers and one a driver for wildlife dealers that
connect Yunnan and Guangdong through Guangxi. In the contrast, 0 of the early
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cases for SARS-CoV-2 worked in or have a history of direct participation with the
wildlife industry.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1679623149045043200?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Hundreds of restaurants sold wildlife in western Hubei, dozens of resurfaced in
Wuhan, why not 1 single SARS-CoV-2 early case have visited or worked in any of
these restaurants? The closest an early known case have in term of the food
industry worked to sell “seafood” “shrimps” and “seasoning”. None of the early cases
have even cooked or eaten a wild animal, anywhere in China. All of the known “other
markets” of early cases were ordinary supermarkets and farmer’s markets which
none is one of the 4 wildlife markets in Wuhan or any other markets that sold wildlife,
not even outside Wuhan. None of the early cases outside Wuhan, which is also
ironically where most of the early lineage A cases were found due to there not being
a requirement for visiting the Huanan market for ascertainment outside wuhan, have
reported visiting a market that sold wildlife or have any contact history to wildlife
including those in restaurants supplied by the Huanan market, or any market at all
anywhere. There is in fact a total absence of direct wildlife exposure, even among
the Huanan market cases themselves, for the early epidemiology of SARS-CoV-2,
completely different from SARS-CoV.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1687522463440384000?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA

https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1668828125617352704?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Again, In SARS1 Guangdong had 11 spillovers in 11 markets in 9 cities in
Guangdong, creating 3 distinct lineages and 3 outbreaks differing by up to 20nt to
30nt. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7150232/#bib1
archive.md/GKdtc
https://archive.md/e3615 https://archive.md/vWjZl
https://archive.md/nyR0q
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1728590226715738126
The absence of infections in any animals in China and the absence of positivity
where Yunnan animals are actually sold,
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1734220765434921016
is perfectly predicted by the absence of any secondary spillovers in any other
Chinese market.
https://twitter.com/washburnealex/status/1728200810964853194?s=46&t=wRQSWp
_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
Where are the 10 other spillovers in 8 other cities for SARS-CoV-2 again? An
absence of secondary spillovers is in and of itself evidence of absence of animal
infections.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1727479523778887806?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA



And no the 11 SARS1 spillovers happened within 2 months. That is the same
timescale from the first market case (beginning of December 2019) to any impact at
all felt in the wildlife trade in China (during the end of January 2020 to the beginning
of February 2020) in case of SARS-CoV-2. No there is no valid reason to claim that
“because they shut down the wildlife trade so swiftly there will be no secondary
spillovers”.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1740796866617647522?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1727479523778887806
All viral outbreaks of a spillover origin have more than one initial outbreaks in more
than one locations.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1716635021438755037
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1749084056111689987
This is consistent with the fact that the actual stalls that sold animals from Yunnan
are entirely uninfected.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1708521378092392864
Not even a single SARS-CoV-2 case was linked to any of the intermediate
distribution sites and secondary destinations even in Hubei or wuhan of any of the
animals that were supplied to the Huanan market, especially given that the each stall
have at least 3 distinct live animal suppliers for “susceptible animals” and there are
17 stalls in Wuhan, and the total number of animals sold per week is only ~58 in
total.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1752282114760876096
4 animals at most per shelf life per supplier is not going to eat up the single harvest
output of any farm. It will spill into other cities. None observed.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1748113909700334053
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1694163822473629792?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA







































The “Shunde problem” or “why it managed to infect Wuhan and only Wuhan”—is a
problem which all market zoonosis or wildlife farm theories require extremely
improbable and hard explanation to answer. https://archive.md/OIGPz
https://archive.md//VGPmY Again, We have found direct evidence of lab leak in
accidentally published early SRA samples from Csabai et al.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1668828125617352704
Fact 1: shunde is not a megapolis in 2002.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1668828125617352704?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Fact 2: HKU3 and ZC45 are not SARS1/SARS2r-CoVs.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1686471307230416896?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
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Also, please just get this to @ban_epp_gofroc
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1668828125617352704
https://archive.md/yyX0Z https://archive.md/iw1Pzhttp://archive.md/7doR8
https://archive.md/DChUL
Unfortunately, neither raccoon dogs nor any of the “species found in the wildlife
stalls” were reported to be infected in nature at all by any strain of SARS-CoV-2.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1752888427169657342
Nowhere in the world were any raccoon dogs infected by SARS-CoV-2 any strain at
all.
archive.md/DChUL archive.md/4rVph archive.md/yyX0Z archive.md/iw1Pz
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1740374861506310251
None have any rodents in the market ever been infected with a Sarbecovirus on the
species level let alone SARS-CoV-2.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1749140161923887205
No evidence of Sarbecovirus infections even right next to the bats that carried the
closest relatives and the RBD of SARS-CoV-2.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1740378156304109889
Nor were any civets or hedgehogs or rodents found infected or even infectable
in-vitro by SARS-CoV-2.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1756582198235279692
Nor were red foxes or old-world deer infected before Omicron.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1756628731769081943
None of the pre- or post- pandemic efforts at sampling malayan porcupines yielded a
single positive result for a Sarbecovirus.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1756627557066105090
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Even the zoos—lions and tigers infected, D614G and Delta strains. 0 porcupines.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1756633632016404974
No natural infection detected=no evidence of susceptibility. This is the gold standard
for susceptibility estimation.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1750291356927340611
As expected from this absence of natural susceptibility, correlation failed with
porcupines when entering the infamous “wildlife stall A”,
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1708341321969418446
And overall not a single wild mammal species had positive correlation with significant
mutual information with SARS-CoV-2 in the market,
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1750295494377484458
and all metrics where “susceptible species” correlated with any degree of mutual
information to SARS-CoV-2 yielded Homo Sapiens as the most correlated in all
metrics.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1720290396033749336
Every stall have its unique species in the market, and most animals are sold on the
ground.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1708400523735613950
Unfortunately inside the stall closest to the toilets and main entrance of the market
sampled in Jan 12,
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1704347320949862843
the unique species failed to land on the same sections of the ground as
SARS-CoV-2, unlike the boot prints and suit marks of Homo Sapiens.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1706503805079355845
Human sampler contamination smeared out of the toilets and dropped in by the
samplers.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1744913305540464731
Is the reality of W6-29-33.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1748919231935041747
Bleaching the toilets before sampling them would have worked if not for someone
seeing and posting an image of it.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1743825586290843998
And there is a reason why PCR-/NGS+ or PREDICT ORF1ab-only PCR+/NGS- is
unreliable.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1745405110732144913
Must be contaminated by a sampler, all below waist height and mainly below step
height, in locations where sampler contact is inevitable
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1745073038981230666
And must not be directly handled by a vendor because the single cell human source
is fragile against RNAse 7 degradation
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1744897774028521789
Is the only rule followed by the market samples.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1744899130084737140



Despite all the animal CoVs have remained intact all the way to the end of February
2020,
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1741320436468826555
No non-artifact SARS-CoV-2 reads survived past 12/01/2020 despite evidence of
fecal shedding.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1741328752955793547
This is consistent with the SARS-CoV-2 being not found inside any animals.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1741400591719678438
An open question on flow cells.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1749953567035727876
Toilets spread SARS-CoV-2.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1749953567035727876
And this is the behavior of human-sourced environmental SARS-CoV-2.
No. Pierce.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1756631223588303009?
Unfortunately the animal sampling China didn’t lie. RD=not susceptible.
Also, All that “raccoon dog stall” had in it is
Contamination and cross-contamination
http://archive.md/xGHOC
From incompetent samplers.
http://archive.md/FskYn
The reason why in both in Jan01 and Jan12, the stall with most positive
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1667155306135298048?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Samples out of all samples is the stall closest to the toilets.
https://archive.md/rSaO9https://archive.md/ef2JW
Also, inside of the stall “W5/NA” tested negative—it is the toilets and not the stall.
Even after they bleached the toilets, the staircase linking to the glasses city upstairs
tested positive, as expected from a route which the still-open glasses city would
trample in viruses downstairs in the middle of an outbreak.
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https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1749330085771886981?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
When a separate source in 2021 mentioned body bags dumped outside the WIV and
then Zhou Yusen dies without a cause, then the indication that he was killed and that
he fell down the roof of the WIV simply indicated that he was likely murdered by the
mean of being pushed off the roof.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1671633678500528128?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
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Are any of these wrong? No they aren’t. Zhou Yusen was verified with the body bags
reference. Ben HU lied in front of press on working with live virus. The stories
specifically the contents are verified in stead of “disproven”.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1727357840606871865

Yes. Body bags outside WIV match perfectly to Zhou yusen dying from a fall off its
roof.
Two independent results.
No official cause of death listed.
Deceased.

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/science/us-paid-chinese-peoples-liberation-army-t
o-engineer-coronavirus/news-story/4adee56c1433fad332a76ffe043390ea?amp
“note:deceased”
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abc4730

Unfortunately this time the independent-in-both-space-and-time intelligence results
does pan out.
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Hi iboverlord and arkmedic
I have provided info to defeat miller in the rootclaim challenge.
Please also check my other rootclaim titled email to you.
Thank you.
Here are the contents⬇
https://twitter.com/rootclaim/status/1753353199216439672?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Just as expected from jurong, mahachai, xinfadi, https://archive.md/GKdtc ,if a
superspreading event happen on line 2 of the Wuhan metro, the biggest cluster
would always be in the HSM.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1753584453279187447?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Another hint: only 5% of all cases are severe or ascertained in early 2020.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1753593531250470983?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA

https://twitter.com/rootclaim/status/1758127978763125053?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
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QTQRRQSRS is much more likely than QTQTNSPRRARS if recombination yielded
the FCS.

https://x.com/kappafannon/status/1753548068526428436?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffW
mS2vKQwhSA
When attention to DEFUSE is less than a fake decoy study (similar to Gemini 1.5’s
hallucination of Hanlen et al), the “assessment” is worthless. Still unable to reach
“consensus”.
https://x.com/inwuchang/status/1753551174869938669?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWm
S2vKQwhSA
Dark money and academic extortion (cutting off NIH funds and disciplining academic
goals) were used by the zoonati to pressure any experts that don’t believe in their
cause. This is similar to how political correctness and liberalism prevented white
people from being properly described by Gemini 1.5.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1753613102388494672?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
The reason why people with more familiarity in the zoonosis texts voted less likely for
zoonosis is because they did not operate on knowledge but on financial
interests—even non-targeted experts like @jbkinney were being extorted to give up
lab leak promotions or beliefs on financial and academic grounds.
https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/108971775263920617 Thus good conscience
voting favors less to zoonosis and more to lab for whatever conscience left in them
which none have really read any of the texts, or DEFUSE at all (any familiarity level
below the fake decoy study are not real familiarities but just random fills).
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1751409799709790308?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
https://x.com/billybostickson/status/1752248539076510083?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
And then. Real polls on people that are aware:
https://x.com/billybostickson/status/1752247037557690444?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Speaking out on lab origin in the field of experts carries a huge professional risk—the
NIH and the EHA especially on virology and epidemiology have all its money to
specifically pressure anyone (which emails in the professional domain are not
exactly private among the domain, and which most “anonymous surveys” online are
more than less likely baited to take personal info) by the institution against promoting
lab origin content, most commonly under the threat of ending further funding and
many times, if the expert have a higher probability of speaking out (which personal
beliefs aren’t really truly isolated between private and public), excommunication.
https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109447563442978822
The funding agencies also have a huge complicit and therefore a huge financial
interest to prevent the peer-review of lab origin promoting content and to financially
and academically extort any experts into giving up their belief or stopping any
promotion.



https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1754790059495006520?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA The more financially dependent one institution is (especially on foreign
funds) the more incentivized an institution would do the same.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1752903350507512190
Bleach the toilets, spray the stalls, try as hard as you can.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1752898622901899488
Some eyewitness reports and some pictures eventually come out,
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1752895624473678055
And all your efforts would end up bite back on yourself.

“A redundant 0.01 factor was added for requiring WIV to have an unpublished
backbone with 98% nucleotide similarity to SARS2. There is no such need. Since our
prior was defined as a novel coronavirus pandemic, then all we need to estimate is
the probability that a virus capable of that existed in WIV. Specifically, since DEFUSE
describes searching for hACE2 matches and adding FCS, then the only question is
whether WIV held a virus with a good hACE2 match.

We know BANAL-52 is identical in the RBD to SARS2, so if a relative of it was
collected then they have a backbone and we’re done. But we should expand that to
any virus with an hACE2 match, even one with 80% similarity to SARS2, so it’s very
reasonable that at least one will be found. We gave this 50%.

Another way to look at this mistake: If we arbitrarily limit the engineered backbone to
have 98% similarity to SARS2, we should apply the same limitation to the zoonotic
progenitor, meaning we should discard from the prior any pandemic that is caused
by viruses that doesn’t use hACE2, or those with good hACE2 match but using a
different genetic sequence.
If we place this requirement on both hypotheses, the effect cancels out.”

https://blog.rootclaim.com/rootclaims-covid-19-origins-debate-results/

Also: only wild mice make 501Y, not hACE2 mice.

https://twitter.com/john_bumblebee/status/1742592460491014225?s=46&t=wRQSW
p_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
“Humanized mice will attenuate the FCS”=“humanized mice will generate the exact
PRRAR site”.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1742600092606136416?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Also reality: it was not “out of frame”. SARS-CoV-2 uniquely have two dS changes
compared to all other QTQTNS genomes after the last Cysteine before the first S
cleavage site.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1745797467642487081?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA

https://blog.rootclaim.com/rootclaims-covid-19-origins-debate-results/


Shi put it in S2
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1745801964858786100?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
And the Proline is so you can grow it into a stock in VERO E6 cells (VOCs or P681
mutants have growth defects in VERO cells)
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1745753741251510627?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
The PRRVR from mouse-passaged MERS-CoV.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1751911405937193351?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA

https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1749741366635012244?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1749736275450417311?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
Remember those VERO-CHO?
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1749740263965172209?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1749741366635012244?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
Yes. The VERO signature FCS deletions (forms at significant fractions of the QS
when cultured in VERO) were actually found in Wuhan patients.

http://archive.md/GKdtc
And well this is how SARS-CoV-2 outbreaks in Asia behaves:
https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/108660565659228071
Start with frozen VERO-CHO.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1749734332665651406
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1723738450078396809
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1750115717871980793?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
End with all 4 asian 2020-2021 outbreaks at frozen fish markets on primary
transportation hubs.
No. The “game street” is now completely gone.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1750104013457002932?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
Pretending there are infected animals required a grand conspiracy to also cover up
all the secondary human outbreaks especially given that SARS-CoV-2 always
generate outbreak in the naive human population after any spillover, if infected
animals contacted humans any point in the trading route. There is no fizzling out for
SARS-CoV-2 in the absence of NPI in Dec2019-Jan2020. And no there is zero cases
at all linked to any other animal markets in China, even those known from leaks and
gossip.



https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1750141549030056395?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
No that “thailand lab” did not engineer BatCoVs.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1750100376030699567?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA

https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1733792251669786633
Note that these sequences notably did not contain coverage to the FCS.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1722061305195208921
And that WA1->A->B have happened independently at least 5 times in the WA1/UW
cluster.
Leaked SRA data included both the exact kind of viruses that they claim will not be
present in the WIV—and the exact SARS-CoV-2, WA1, cultured in a CoV-specific
tailored fusion cell line VERO-CHO never used in China and sequenced before even
a sample of WA1 can be taken in China, alongside C/C and B, at high passage
depths, and contained within it residual human DNA not from anywhere in central
China but in stead right where they were sampling from the 2018 “pathogen host
adaptation and immune intervention” grant—the belt and road regions.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1737318515353501739?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Continued EHA human sampling=Yunnan and belt and road DNA.
https://twitter.com/biophysicsfl/status/1737114987146174846?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1V
ffWmS2vKQwhSA
Isolate if possible=special unpublished VERO-CHO cells.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1737399622509928510?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
And it was sequenced before the first public sequencing of SARS-CoV-2 with this
machine type by the flow cell, confirmed via Sangon policy and Chinese law, and
before+not matching any samples of WA1 was even taken in China.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1738903987381031326?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
And this exact CAS special project mirroring of DEFUSE+Year 5 extension—sample
humans from belt and road area, isolate and engineer viruses for infection
characterization, and create vectorized and nanoparticle vaccines that are capable of
bringing in both backbone and Spike into bats studied in and released by the WIV,
and into the main sample storage facility of the WCDC.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1726529108811874621?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffW
mS2vKQwhSA
Also: in the set of WA1/WA-UW samples, it have been discovered that the
determinants of WA1 is highly unstable—it is not uncommon to find inside this cluster
including cultures grown from this cluster that have shown signs of 3037C->T,
29095T residuum, 18060T->C and 8782C->T and 28144T->C, all appearing
independently in the quasispecies.
A single leak of WA1 that mutated afterward causes all of the early lineages.

https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1722061305195208921


https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1726531984288334216?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Which are all found in the same culture from Csabai et al. WA1, A, C/C and B are all
found in the same VERO-CHO culture where the only human sequences are found
in the belt and road region but not Wuhan. None of the 3 (belt and road humans,
CHO, WA1) are ever published in China for SARS-CoV-2 isolation or culture. And
belt and road humans as an NGS sample in 2019-2020 is related only to viral
sampling under the “病原体宿主适应与免疫干预” grant.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1491651835584675845?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSACsabai et al also contained T22657C, T3346C, A21562C and
G487T. all of which is in RaTg13 but not in WuHu-1. also T1963C and T22963C in
BANAL-52. Significant culture mutations have occurred inside Csabai et al which
likely contained samples co-sequenced at different passage depths. not all of the
reads were H655Y and del I68-T76.

(Also see this—note all the FCS relevant oddities can also be caused by targeted
RNA recombination link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/3-540-26765-4_5 followed by
cell culture).
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1731414539324018732?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109640519028841414
It is not just that SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan grows best in VERO cells out of all variants.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1723738450078396809
Some earliest patients harbored inside their QS specific S1-S2 deletions that can
form only in VERO E6.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1730690080950596017
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1726769717497696562
The WCDC and the Hubei CDC stores all of the human samples and backups of
research cultures of pathogenic microbes in Wuhan, as this is their legally delegated
duty and that labs in China are not allowed to store such cultures except several
select state key laboratories. Since 2014, the only EID surveillance target in Wuhan
is the HSM which all other sites are kept blind so that they can blame Huanan in
case the research labs suffer an accident.
After an initial release from the WIV that caused Chen’s infection, and eventual
transmission to the HSM via line 2 of the Wuhan metro, they mobilized the WCDC in
20-22/12/2019 to begin tapering with the environmental samples and prepare for any
needed scapegoat action.
That mobilization ended up causing an infection of a WCDC worker with an aliquot of
a sample containing WA1, A and B in the same quasispecies, which then go on
infecting all of the earliest lineage A cases in Wuhan.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1703438297983561793?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1726526722831683601?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA



The idea that “lineage A is in the market” hinges on A20. It is debunked by the
absence of vendor gloves in the stall, presence of sampler PPE, inconsistency
between 2021-2023 in viral read and fractions and inconsistency between
03/03/2023 and 26/03/2023 in host read fractions. Amplicon sequencing doesn’t alter
host fractions.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1739419702143881342?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1704216164560449822?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
In fact, guess what is consistent with this observation? The introduction of human
hosted lineage A genomes into the viral amplicon run but not the metagenomic run
archive.ph/ANS4Q and improbability of vendor origin for A20 predicts that lineage A
is being grown inside the WCDC, and likely caused human infections. And behold,
all 3 of the samples are linked tightly and directly to the WCDC.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1705344605401800804?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSAA hotel right nextdoor to the new lab site, a location on the same
route as the lab’s November-December movement (spilling aerosols everywhere on
the road) and an admitted infection and seropositivity with no direction deducible for
the “family cluster”.
Chen lived in Shidong. Even by the annexes indicating his history. The only thing
they did is that they moved him to Jianghan close to the market on the WHO maps.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1672404501129756673?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffW
mS2vKQwhSA
And no there is zero contact with the wildlife trade for the first market patient Mrs Wei
either.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1746808849384845582?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA

https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1746808849384845582?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1746808849384845582?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA














Why “P4 virus lab” was among the banned words on Wechat in 31/12/2019?
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1755183328825680307?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA

https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1755183328825680307?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1755183328825680307?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA


(In addition to all elements in the WMHC announcement)



https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1721692065804030381?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
At least four positive samples from the market especially near the entrance of the
market are found with neither human cases nor “susceptible wildlife”. Not even a
single read. These functions as incontrovertible evidence that sampler boots and
their sprayers were bringing in the virus into the market.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1722428958694887858
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1748919231935041747



In fact, it even followed the exact pattern as would be expected from boot
contamination brought in from the outside of the market and trampled out from the
toilets—More such samples are found south of the W6 junction while some also exist
north of it. This is entirely as expected when boots that brought in the virus from the
entrance and the toilets first came with SARS-CoV-2 without wildlife material, then
many but not all of them then got wildlife material on them when they stepped
through the W6 junction.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1752142052890997051
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1731840299100754197?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
All observations of virologists working at the market without a published sample
taken at that date should automatically be considered extremely suspicious.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1722434363042976034?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1731838292256309424?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
The most likely reason is that They were dropping in samples in stead of taking
them, leading to the observation that only human have a consistent positive
correlation or any significant mutual information with SARS-CoV-2 there.
An army of cleaning workers and hazmat suited workers armed with cleaning
utensils and biological material manipulation equipment seen frequenting “the vicinity
of W7” (e.g. W6 and W8) in 02 Jan 2020. There were no samples from W7 in
12/01/2020. And these workers were seen fiddling with the environmental surfaces
as they moved, even sludge in the drains were dug up—no samples exist from
02/01/2020. It is more likely that they are planting all of the “positive Jan 12 samples”
in stead of sampling them. Of course, convenience to reach by hand and by foot
would make an object more likely being tampered with and a positive sample planted
in this operation.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1722434363042976034
Also, neither the early cases data, sample A20, “wildlife stall A” and any other market
samples, nor the statements of the WIV regarding viruses or infections are real or
untampered with.
https://twitter.com/tylerastepke/status/1721668207486869662
Because Homo Sapiens is still the only species that they can get infected at all,
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1703918936843321541
if you zoom in and correlate between animals and viruses, You get animal-specific
viruses being correlated strongly positively to the animals,
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1720290396033749336 and SARS-CoV-2 being
positively correlated consistently or with significant mutual information only with
Homo Sapiens.

































Note that the negative upstream supply farm animal testing results are in fact leaked
in as early as 02/2020, when there is no official disapproval to the market theory.





https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1702549289623601162?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffW
mS2vKQwhSA
Unfortunately, archive.md/DChUL archive.md/4rVph archive.md/yyX0Z
archive.md/iw1Pz Even where robust surveillance systems are in place, raccoon
dogs are not infected at all.

Before they begun enforcing their claim of “100/174 centered around the market”
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1674351139079479298
and starting to tamper with data to make the claim,



https://ghrp.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s41256-021-00200-8
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7149375/
135/92 and 115/82 cases already got into in early peer-reviewed papers that went
missing in the WHO report.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1682778742664630272 Past media reports
archive.md/Ea0Kw archive.md/1x658 also contradict WHO in key early cases’
residences, including the earliest case they admit in the WHO report.
http://archive.md/5sdkR http://archive.md/1pcCU archive.md/N0hib
archive.md/VXtu9 http://archive.is/Kyr1z
https://archive.org/details/mace-e-pai-covid-19-analysis-redacted/page/8/mode/1up
And you know that they hate this information when it was censored.
The MACE-EPAI document here is not searchable on google.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1672399653344808960
Up to one third of all cases were either removed completely or moved toward the
market in the “dataset”.
archive.md/zUD1F archive.md/Pc6gp https://archive.is/p3K3Z
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1678549054794629120
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1677727068082286592
Including the very first case they ever admitted officially.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1693985440762929643
And outright removed 4 times more cases than official.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1677234083389411328
Unlinked cases supposedly secondary to linked cases should cluster around them,
not the market itself.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1744157399479664843
archive.md/GvRcD archive.md/ZgVzp Wuhan authorities after that
archive.md/OIGPz 2014 incident now targeted only the Huanan market when looking
for EID outbreaks—and nowhere else.
archive.md/1x658
They tampered with the early cases data
archive.md/Ea0Kw
To make it look like it “started at the market” when in reality the first case they ever
admitted lived right next to the WIV BSL-4.
archive.md/5sdkR severe discrepancy happening December 2019 and January 2020
indicate tampering with case counts.
archive.md/1pcCU
This is indicative of catastrophic ascertainment bias was going on.
None of China’s “early cases” dataset is credible. https://archive.md/ET1GA
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1678057846204960768
https://archive.md/Ea0Kw https://archive.md/1x658
The tampering of early case residence data is systematic and extensive. It is the
reason why they refused to provide this data in any detail at all.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1719518909009981579
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1672404501129756673

https://archive.md/ET1GA


Not only did The first every case they admitted live in Shidong right next to the
BSL-4, and were moved toward the market in the WHO report in contradiction to all
known media coverage, https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109256201942085712 the
entirety of Wuchang district was wiped clean for every single WHO case that have
onset before 27/12/2019–with up to 3000 cases moved to the market this way over
the entire Wuhan outbreak. https://archive.md/1x658 and for central Wuchang near
the labs and the densest inhabited regions inside the district, all cases were moved
away in the WHO map.
https://twitter.com/biorealism/status/1702047444736111042
Unfortunately Rasmussen's work on the origins question rests heavily on what David
Relman described as "hopelessly impoverished" early case data.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2023/02/27/little-known-scientific-t
eam-behind-new-assessment-covid-19-origins/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2022/11/17/covid-early-cases-wuhan-chin
a-mystery/ https://archive.md/ke1lp https://archive.md/RaYPC
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1726274673472876584
https://twitter.com/biorealism/status/1726475588289040834
David Fisman: I think the most interesting thing this fellow says is that there are
clearly tens of thousands of cases...That implies a much earlier introduction than
would have occurred with a seafood market outbreak..."
https://x.com/blink64/status/1747299970460582305?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2v
KQwhSA
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/12/world/asia/china-world-health-organization-coro
navirus.html
https://archive.md/UFrSv
They systematically moved more than 3000 cases from the lab to the market and
gave “cases data” that they wanted to push for market as first outbreak site to
distance from the labs.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/370635299_Greater_than_the_Sum_of_its
_Parts_-_Aggregated_Wuhan_COVID-19_case_data_points_to_the_wrong_side_of
_the_Yangtze_River_-_Rixey_-_20230509
Such an result of having unlinked cases closer to the market than linked cases is
not expected even under the null hypothesis of market origin, which we should see
unlinked cases secondary to and cluster around the linked cases, and not the market
itself.

https://twitter.com/emanymton90/status/1666720918901538824?s=46&t=wRQSWp_
1VffWmS2vKQwhSA

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/370635299_Greater_than_the_Sum_of_its
_Parts_-_Aggregated_Wuhan_COVID-19_case_data_points_to_the_wrong_side_of
_the_Yangtze_River_-_Rixey_-_20230509

https://archive.md/1x658


Not only there were an complete absence of verifiability in Chinese cases, there is
direct non-circumstantial evidence that they moved up to 3000 cases from Wuchang
to Huanan.
In fact, it is totally not normal to have unlinked cases closer to the market than linked
cases—the only way this can happen is with ascertainment bias. Only near the
market gets ascertained if not directly linked to it.

https://twitter.com/emanymton90/status/1580511684912742400?s=46&t=wRQSWp_
1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
Base rate neglect. They did the exact same thing when claiming that all 67
“pre-Huanan checkable cases” were “serologically negative”.

https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1631705321239629824?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Again, the social media associated here say “before Jan 18, 2020”. Included all Dec
cases. https://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/9/6/402
https://twitter.com/danwalker9999/status/1745106077274828819?s=46&t=wRQSWp
_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
It is actually impossible for unlinked cases, supposedly secondary, to cluster closer
to the market than linked cases which supposedly to be primary, without significant
sampling bias or outright manipulation in the underlying “data”.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1745090431505854942?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Both evidently happened.
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.08680.pdf
https://archive.md/JVFuc
If you toss away anything that is not officially announced by China in bold, then
obviously you would arrive at exactly what China wanted you to believe.
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Hi, still get these to @ban_epp_gofroc
As for good LL papers, List so far looks like this:
Zoonosis at the Huanan Seafood Market: A Critique
https://zenodo.org/record/7169296
Statistical challenges for inferring multiple SARS-CoV-2 spillovers with early
outbreak phylodynamics
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.10.10.511625v1
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Unwarranted Exclusion of Intermediate Lineage A-B SARS-CoV-2 Genomes Is
Inconsistent with the Two-Spillover Hypothesis of the Origin of COVID-19
https://www.mdpi.com/2036-7481/14/1/33
SARS-CoV-2 infection at the Huanan seafood market
https://zenodo.org/record/6300876#.YhtwdN_jK9w
Statistics cannot prove that the Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market was the early
epicenter of the COVID-19 pandemic
https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.10106
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQzTj2YutZ8jw7PkOP539mKo1-0
0vT3B9r5CBd5oGWGLKiTgy8Q9NWx8FdIihWtcm0N69EMPvLTN5-i/pub?start=false
&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.p2
Should we discount the laboratory origin of COVID-19?
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10311-021-01211-0
Circular arguments on the origin of SARS-CoV-2
https://zenodo.org/record/7016143#.YwbG2HbMKUl
Dan Walker's critique of mapping data. Not an official paper, but well documented.
https://twitter.com/danwalker9999/status/1560740050408656896?s=20
Wrong Side of the Yangtze River: Did a Map Mistake by the World Health
Organization Contribute to Premature Conclusions About SARS2's Origin?
https://zenodo.org/record/5153950#.YQg4Kz-SlPY

If even @jbkinney was extorted to give up lab leak in public, it is quite clear that the
“number of lab leak papers” can not be used as anything that is even remotedly
useful let alone “dispositive”.
Also, the study itself have funding from, but was not performed nor even supervised
by, the effective altruism group. The group have its money being tricked off by the
zoonati to conduct a heavily biased “send surveys to your contacts” (e.g. severe
sampling bias) decoy study.







https://twitter.com/jbkinney/status/1751090111733751991

https://twitter.com/WashburneAlex/status/1762481120250061286

https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1753613102388494672?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA

https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/108971775263920617

https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1751409799709790308?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA

https://twitter.com/jbkinney/status/1751090111733751991
https://twitter.com/WashburneAlex/status/1762481120250061286
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1753613102388494672?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1753613102388494672?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/108971775263920617
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1751409799709790308?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1751409799709790308?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA


https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1684315961162342400?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffW
mS2vKQwhSA
Direct evidence of lab leak have been found.
archive.md/nyR0q archive.md/OIGPz archive.md/GvRcD archive.md/EzTib
archive.md/svZqO archive.md/NMerN archive.md/tlfNr archive.md/ARecg
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1692354502190587938
archive.md/AYhoF archive.md/nAqKp
https://archive.md/RSsS7
https://archive.md/C5oalhttps://archive.md/3WS68https://archive.md/AYhoF
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1679455533743607810
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There is in fact direct evidence of lab leak.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1733792251669786633
Leaked SRA data included both the exact kind of viruses that they claim will not be
present in the WIV—and the exact SARS-CoV-2, WA1, cultured in a CoV-specific
tailored fusion cell line VERO-CHO never used in China and sequenced before even
a sample of WA1 can be taken in China, alongside C/C and B, at high passage
depths, and contained within it residual human DNA not from anywhere in central
China but in stead right where they were sampling from the 2018 “pathogen host
adaptation and immune intervention” grant—the belt and road regions.
No official explanations have ever been given.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1737318515353501739?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Continued EHA human sampling=Yunnan and belt and road DNA.
https://twitter.com/biophysicsfl/status/1737114987146174846?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1V
ffWmS2vKQwhSA
Isolate if possible=special unpublished VERO-CHO cells.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1737399622509928510?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
And it was sequenced before the first public sequencing of SARS-CoV-2 with this
machine type by the flow cell, confirmed via Sangon policy and Chinese law, and
before+not matching any samples of WA1 was even taken in China.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1738903987381031326?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
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And this exact CAS special project mirroring of DEFUSE+Year 5 extension—sample
humans from belt and road area, isolate and engineer viruses for infection
characterization, and create vectorized and nanoparticle vaccines that are capable of
bringing in both backbone and Spike into bats studied in and released by the WIV,
and into the main sample storage facility of the WCDC.
(Also see this—note all the FCS relevant oddities can also be caused by targeted
RNA recombination link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/3-540-26765-4_5 followed by
cell culture).
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1731414539324018732?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109640519028841414
It is not just that SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan grows best in VERO cells out of all variants.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1723738450078396809
Some earliest patients harbored inside their QS specific S1-S2 deletions that can
form only in VERO E6.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1730690080950596017

Also, what is a live animal after being left without water or food for a month before
sampling?
Do they become dead animals?
It is a simple explanation.

The absence of intermediate animals is nationwide in all of China, and not just in the
Huanan market. They could never get a market animal to be blamed because there
is none. Thus they can also not release the market data because that time it can not
be used to support any species, hence they even went as far as to blame the
pangolins, a species that does not exist in Wuhan.











https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1742627389971234907
In fact, no animal in the Huanan market have been reported to have been infected by
a
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qAXPqv6kcSPQbr5h51FwyG9Wdfa70ECwW
DWv-br7Az8/edit CoV with the Wuhan or close to Wuhan RBD anywhere in the
world anytime in history.

Thus there is no probability at all that there is a market animal that can cause an
outbreak.

https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2021/05/30/covid-19-deaths-in-wuhan-see
m-far-higher-than-the-official-count
Also. Here is the official all cause excess deaths record.
It had more deaths than there are official cases.

https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1742627389971234907
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qAXPqv6kcSPQbr5h51FwyG9Wdfa70ECwWDWv-br7Az8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qAXPqv6kcSPQbr5h51FwyG9Wdfa70ECwWDWv-br7Az8/edit
https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2021/05/30/covid-19-deaths-in-wuhan-seem-far-higher-than-the-official-count
https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2021/05/30/covid-19-deaths-in-wuhan-seem-far-higher-than-the-official-count


It is clear that https://archive.md/VXtu9 there are significantly
https://archive.md/UIBkB more cases, sufficient to get infections before Huanan, in
Wuhan.

https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1736761001775943855
In Mar-Apr 2020, China officially blamed wild animals sold in the Huanan market.
Publishing the current “data” to Holmes would be the best way to solidify their then
official opinion. If this “data” can be interpreted in any way to arrive at the C-C
“conclusions”, ECH won’t be denied of it. Since he is denied, the most logical reason
for the denial is that it does not originally support any of the C-C “conclusions”, and
were tampered only recently to poison the scientific database and to provide a
fallback for debate purposes. Only after being tampered with and then approved by
the CCP, would it be officially permitted—in fact, actively given to Holmes for
“analysis”.

Pack tube blood=they are pre-screened against IgM presence of any kind, mean that
it can not be used for detecting November infections because any potentially positive
serological samples are rejected. ILI=they are 20 samples per two weeks sentinel
surveillance that were far too low in sample counts to be effective at detecting an
100 cases outbreak November or December 2019. In fact they only get positives
inside the Wuhan CBD in late January 2020 when about one third of all official cases
have already had onset, and only because the influenza season have faded enough
to have SARS-CoV-2 positive samples able to reach (4500-7000 ILI a werk in peak
Wuhan flu season) the surveillance mechanisms. They also failed to detect it near
the market first.

Finally,
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1703438297983561793?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1726526722831683601?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
The idea that “lineage A is in the market” hinges on A20. It is debunked by the
absence of vendor gloves in the stall, presence of sampler PPE, inconsistency
between 2021-2023 in viral read and fractions and inconsistency between
03/03/2023 and 26/03/2023 in host read fractions. Amplicon sequencing doesn’t alter
host fractions.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1739419702143881342?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1704216164560449822?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
In fact, guess what is consistent with this observation? The introduction of human
hosted lineage A genomes into the viral amplicon run but not the metagenomic run
archive.ph/ANS4Q and improbability of vendor origin for A20 predicts that lineage A

https://archive.md/VXtu9
https://archive.md/UIBkB


is being grown inside the WCDC, and likely caused human infections. And behold,
all 3 of the samples are linked tightly and directly to the WCDC.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1705344605401800804?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSAA hotel right nextdoor to the new lab site, a location on the same
route as the lab’s November-December movement (spilling aerosols everywhere on
the road) and an admitted infection and seropositivity with no direction deducible for
the “family cluster”.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1726529108811874621?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffW
mS2vKQwhSA
Also: in the set of WA1/WA-UW samples, it have been discovered that the
determinants of WA1 is highly unstable—it is not uncommon to find inside this cluster
including cultures grown from this cluster that have shown signs of 3037C->T,
29095T residuum, 18060T->C and 8782C->T and 28144T->C, all appearing
independently in the quasispecies.
A single leak of WA1 that mutated afterward causes all of the early lineages.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1726531984288334216?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Which are all found in the same culture from Csabai et al. WA1, A, C/C and B are all
found in the same VERO-CHO culture where the only human sequences are found
in the belt and road region but not Wuhan. None of the 3 (belt and road humans,
CHO, WA1) are ever published in China for SARS-CoV-2 isolation or culture. And
belt and road humans as an NGS sample in 2019-2020 is related only to viral
sampling under the “病原体宿主适应与免疫干预” grant.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1491651835584675845?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSACsabai et al also contained T22657C, T3346C, A21562C and
G487T. all of which is in RaTg13 but not in WuHu-1. also T1963C and T22963C in
BANAL-52. Significant culture mutations have occurred inside Csabai et al which
likely contained samples co-sequenced at different passage depths. not all of the
reads were H655Y and del I68-T76.





























https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1757940248120631634?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Also, the program for bat CoV work is performed in the WIV for culture and the WHU
for animals, both of which stores the backups and archives of their strains and
cultures in the WCDC.
And of course, it is nonsensical to claim that the entire supply chain was bleached in
December 2019. In fact nothing at all was affected and animals are still sampled as
live in the end of January 2020.
archive.md/DChUL archive.md/4rVph archive.md/yyX0Z archive.md/iw1Pz
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https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1746479306610479514?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Sometimes a blatant lie is worth as much as a direct admission when from a person
or a group that is not able to speak freely. Note how Shi went excessively normal
that she pretended to have not been aware at all of the ongoing outbreak in Wuhan
when others have already taken measures, needing to be reminded toward it and
still reluctant. This should have not been the case with genuine lack of
foreknowledge, where it is expected that measures similar to public is to happen as
in 15-16/01/2020, when clinics and hospitals are already full and h2h is locally widely
known at that time in wuhan.
Not everyone can afford the price of speaking up. The WHO report have at least two
sections whistleblowing the WCDC (not the HBCDC that don’t know about the
bioweapons program which have their civilian fronts all operating at and below
municipal level in Wuhan) (infected sampler caused all lineage A infections, got
through by disguising as family cluster infection, riding the intent to prove sensitivity
of the serological tests that China forgot that analysis can not be distributed evenly
across distinctly collected cohorts (the only positive serological test on any subject at
all in the entire WHO report) ) and the manipulation of early cases data (detailing
accountant chen in Jiangxia——while not distinctly talking about his residence in the
report and place his dot in Jianghan, so the falsehood of the WHO maps can be
exposed).
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1752808015521038748?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Activity flaring up in China in late 2019–like usual, Shi once again overdid the
cover-up and it become obvious what she was hiding.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1752859981571916065?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Both of the principle members that engaged in the Sep-Dec 2019 events ended up
being too silent about the FCS when they shouldn’t. This is what we call extremely
suspicious.
https://twitter.com/jhas5/status/1509365535548624901?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWm
S2vKQwhSA
The ODNI broke the COVID origin disclosure act by nor providing the exact
symptoms to the level of knowledge that their heavily redacted report clearly show.
https://twitter.com/r_h_ebright/status/1729164212159824154
Because doing so guarantee an diplomatic catastrophe.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1748654694170292675?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
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Hi engineer and iboverlord
Please tell this to @ban_epp_gofroc on twitter.
(Tell him that trolls are best blocked)
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1754661054733242856
Sorry, markolin, none of your “caged, stacked, sick and wounded animals” actually
have a single infection in nature anywhere in the world.
archive.md/DChUL archive.md/4rVph archive.md/yyX0Z archive.md/iw1Pz
And sorry, the https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35298912/ two following sampling
studies have in fact registered the entirety of the supply chain for the Huanan
market, one for the local trappers which 100% of the raccoon dogs and weasels are
from
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35298912/
And the second for all the other animals which are farmed.

https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1723019367854875094
Unlike all prior zoonoses where multiple sites of spillover happens with extensive
diversity,
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1727479523778887806
Which is true for non-coronaviruses as well,
https://archive.md/OIGPz and just like the absence of secondary outbreaks
anywhere at all despite the fact that the wildlife trade continuing for the same amount
of time where SARS-CoV-1 had 9 out of its 11 primary spillovers
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1740796866617647522
The total absence of a phylogenetic tree indicating 20nt+ variants and wildlife linked
diversity also disproves zoonosis for SARS-CoV-2.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1668828125617352704
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1740796866617647522?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Unfortunately the animal trade continued
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1723305823886291394?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
All the way into 23/01/2020 and later, without being shut down especially in
Guangdong.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1690330493693374464
This is sufficient amount of time where the majority of the primary SARS-CoV-1
spillover events (9 out of 11, 5 of which are animal sellers from distinct markets in
distinct cities, and which an animal transporter linking Yunnan and Guangdong was
among the first cases) have taken place.
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https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1740796866617647522?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1740796866617647522?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
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https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1723305823886291394?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1690330493693374464


https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109883975094801876

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/10/6/03-0852_article
On the contrast, 5 independent animal seller cases out of 9 total primary cases for
SARS-CoV-1 have happened in 5 cities in 4 in Guangdong and 1 in Guangxi (and +4
for the non-animal seller cases), over the same 2-months timeframe. Two of them
were civet butchers, two market workers and one a driver for wildlife dealers. In the
contrast, 0 of the early cases for SARS-CoV-2 worked in or have a history of direct
participation with the wildlife industry.
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Why the WCDC is involved?
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1757940248120631634?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Because well the program for bat CoV work is performed in the WIV for culture and
the WHU for animals, both of which stores the backups and archives of their strains
and cultures in the WCDC.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1726769717497696562
The WCDC and the Hubei CDC stores all of the human samples and backups of
research cultures of pathogenic microbes in Wuhan, as this is their legally delegated
duty and that labs in China are not allowed to store such cultures except several
select state key laboratories. Since 2014, the only EID surveillance target in Wuhan
is the HSM which all other sites are kept blind so that they can blame Huanan in
case the research labs suffer an accident.
After an initial release from the WIV that caused Chen’s infection, and eventual
transmission to the HSM via line 2 of the Wuhan metro, they mobilized the WCDC in
20-22/12/2019 to begin tapering with the environmental samples and prepare for any
needed scapegoat action.

https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109883975094801876
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That mobilization ended up causing an infection of a WCDC worker with an aliquot of
a sample containing WA1, A and B in the same quasispecies, which then go on
infecting all of the earliest lineage A cases in Wuhan.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1704207677663121556?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
Their possession of lineage A as a culture also poured itself into A20, creating the
massive discrepancy between the fraction of mammalian host sequences inside the
samples between metagenomic and amplicon. (Culture host introduced alongside
lineage A into the amplicon dataset, neither exist in the metagenomic dataset).
Why no line lists?
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1724556334472077599?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
Not a single raccoon dog have been found infected in nature anywhere in the world.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1724557544507793707?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
Where are all the other expected spillovers especially in Guangdong, where and
90% of all animals farmed in China was consumed and nearly all of them were
distributed through?
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1724561751172378861?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
Any farms in Yunnan large enough to sell to Wuhan, will sell mainly to Guangdong.
https://archive.md/e3615 https://archive.md/vWjZl
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1724201870103847006?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
Contamination and intentional adulteration, with human cultures and human
shedding. Not animals.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1724352346959032668?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
Haven’t told that there is an epistasis issue as well?
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1724242786134982894?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
Without any raw data to speak of, the moving of the residence of the first ever case
they admit
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1724242737074233833?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
and the suspicious over-removal of cases in Wuchang
https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109256201942085712 removed all credibility of the
WHO “early cases” report.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1724566520595095974?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
There is VERO-CHO adaptation, freeze-thaw adaptation, and not to mention that the
WCDC is one of the very few places where samples of pathogenic viral cultures are
permitted storage in Wuhan—

https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1704207677663121556?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1704207677663121556?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
https://archive.md/e3615
https://archive.md/e3615
https://archive.md/vWjZl


https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1724402686806933700?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
nearly all of the Wuchang lab complex needed to store their samples in it.
Then consider the extensive sharing of arxiv.org/abs/2104.01533
arxiv.org/abs/2109.09112samples between Wuhan labs observed in their SRA data.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1724404211155341364?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
And of course, their cover-up of early cases are belied by both peer-reviewed early
articles on cases and peer-reviewed early articles on deaths
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1724556387177656338?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
Inconsistent viral read counts between 2021 and 2023 in all 3 major samples except
B5 indicate significant data tampering and invalidate resequencing claims. Especially
exemplified with A20 with inconsistent host fractions as well.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1724559272124805577?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
Zhou Yusen, unfortunately.
https://x.com/daoyu15/status/1725670977407987978?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2
vKQwhSA
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If they have any genetic expertise they would realize that neither RaTG13 nor their
early datasets are correct or what they claimed to be.
arxiv.org/abs/2104.01533
An infectious clone is designed to be rescued.
archive.ph/EiCQW
Well, MN611520–definitely not a bat CoV.
twitter.com/drhermiz/status/1718191358077276403
twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1719847927512977720
twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1672399653344808960
And of course, WIV1, WIV16, Rs4874 and RsSHC014 count up to 4 published live
isolates not “only 3” claimed by Shi. That is published isolates only.
zenodo.org/records/5702700#.ZKu-2CV6slT
RaTG13 don’t grow outside immortalized kidney cells.
These are just too many inconsistencies and obvious lies regarding the number of
WIV
twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1719763256976523501
twitter.com/mattwridley/status/1462659372421718019
Or EHA viral sequences AND isolates in their public claims.
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https://twitter.com/john_bumblebee/status/1671859504122679296
Inconsistency upon inconsistency in Chinese publications as well as “data”.
Well, twitter.com/covidselect/status/1701958926097342630
The ODNI can’t even do a proper google search to realize that the ben Hu did work
with live virus.
twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1702180584532131863?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2v
KQwhSA
No wonder the report.
twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1673402523812765696
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Unrestricted biowarfare explain the anomalies in prepandemic and early pandemic
wuhan. @breakfast_dogs @drlimengyan1 https://archive.md/0RJSH
https://twitter.com/breakfast_dogs/status/1753048332451160097?s=46&t=wRQSWp
_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
Beijing got the real info before Wuhan. Always.
https://twitter.com/breakfast_dogs/status/1753048295755108718?s=46&t=wRQSWp
_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
And when Wuhan and internationally they still deny human transmission while
Beijing already know, it is clear that the market is a farce.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1754109830866894869?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
And continued to deploy variants to this date.
https://twitter.com/breakfast_dogs/status/1754657113589379194?s=46&t=wRQSWp
_1VffWmS2vKQwhSA
None of their “data” can be trusted at all.
https://twitter.com/daoyu15/status/1754740313770402208?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
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Someone here should
Also tell @rebecca21951651 that the final intranet takedown date for Batvirus is in
February 2020, which is unfortunately two months before “far right forums” get any of
the email addresses and passwords. Intelligence collection agencies are much more
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likely to have known these and attempt to collect data. The correct way facing such
issue is always to put up an immutable digitally signed copy on a public server
immediately, In stead nothing happened.
https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109119589216881037
People still seems to forget that can ping a server does not mean can access the
database.
https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109118879442600424
Regardless on how, why there is a hacking attempt in the first place and who is
actually targeted by hacking attempts? And exactly how you can deduce that “it is
fake”? And if you immediately say this attempt is “fake”, then perhaps
https://gab.com/Flavinkins/posts/109118879442600424https://twitter.com/daoyu15/st
atus/1695771029875089813?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1VffWmS2vKQwhSAShi’s claim of
“hacking” is just as fake as Sharyl?
Why not putting up a read-only copy on a secure server except when there is
incriminating data that must be kept hidden for all causes especially from intelligence
collectors?
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It may also worth mentioning that rootclaim have provided two info that defeats
miller’s heavily strawmanned argument.

https://twitter.com/rootclaim/status/1758127978763125053?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA

https://twitter.com/rootclaim/status/1753353199216439672?s=46&t=wRQSWp_1Vff
WmS2vKQwhSA
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